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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a shielding
connector which is improved in the terminal treatment
of a shielding wire thereof.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Conventionally, as a shielding connector, there
is known a shielding connector which is disclosed in
Japanese Patent Publication No. 6-260246 of Heisei.
The thus disclosed shielding connector, as shown in Fig.
18, includes a cylindrical-shaped shielding shell c in
such a manner as to cover a terminal storage chamber
b within a housing a. In the terminal storage chamber b,
there can be stored a flat type terminal g which is pres-
sure contacted with a core wire e of a shielding wire d;
and, a shell connecting portion i formed in a shell con-
necting terminal h connected to a braided wire f of the
shielding wire d is contacted with the shielding shell c,
whereby the core wire e can be shielded both inside and
outside the housing a.
[0003] In the shell connecting portion i of the shell
connecting terminal h, as shown in Fig. 19, there are
disposed a plurality of elastic contact pieces j; and, the
open end portions k of the elastic contact pieces j are
so formed as to spread wide, so that the elastic contact
pieces j can be elastically deformed.
[0004] However, because the shell connecting portion
i is limited in size, even if the contact pressure is not
sufficient, the size of the elastic contact piece j, which is
disposed in the shell connecting portion i, cannot be in-
creased over its size limitation, that is, the elastic force
of the elastic contact piece J cannot be increased up to
a sufficient level.
[0005] Also, before the shielding wire d is connected
to the shielding connector, the transportation or the like
of the shielding wire d is executed in its wound condition.
However, there is a fear that, when winding the shielding
wire d, the surface of the shielding wire d can be dam-
aged by the open end portions k which are projected
externally of the shell connecting portion h.
[0006] Further, depending on the shape of the hous-
ing a, the shielding shell c may be formed in a prismatic
shape. In this case, in order to keep good contact with
the prismatic-shaped shielding shelter c, the shell con-
necting portion i must also be formed in an angular
shape.
[0007] However, the flat type terminal g is limited in
the insertion direction with respect to the terminal stor-
age chamber b, that is, the flat type terminal g has an
insertion direction limit with respect to the terminal stor-
age chamber b, and also the shell connecting portion i
of the shell connecting terminal h has an insertion direc-

tion limit with respect to the prismatic-shaped shielding
shell c. Therefore, when connecting the two terminals g
and h to the shielding wire d, the connection positions
of the two terminals g and h must be matched to each
other with accuracy, in particular, after one terminal is
connected to the shielding wire d, the other terminal
must be connected to the shielding wire d in such a man-
ner that the connection position of the other terminal
must be matched accurately to the connection position
of the previously connected terminal, namely, one ter-
minal in the peripheral direction thereof. This makes it
troublesome to connect the other terminal that is to be
mounted later, resulting in the poor efficiency of the ter-
minal connection operation.
[0008] Further, conventionally, as a structure for con-
necting the braided wire of a shielding wire to the shield-
ing shell of a shielding connector, there is known a struc-
ture for caulking a connecting terminal to the end portion
of the shielding wire. This type of structure is disclosed
in Japanese Patent Publication No. 8-45575 of Heisei;
and, in particular, as shown in Fig. 20, a shielding wire
101 is structured such that the periphery of a core wire
102 is covered by an insulating coating 103, the outer
periphery of the insulating coating 103 is covered by a
braided wire 104 formed by braiding together metal fine
wires, and the outer periphery of the braided wire 104
is further covered by an outer coating 105. In the end
portion of the shielding wire 101, the outer surface there-
of is peeled off starting from the leading end thereof in
such a manner that the core wire 102, insulating coating
103, braided wire 104 and outer coating 105 are se-
quentially exposed in this order; in particular, a receiving
tube portion 106 is inserted into between and held by
the insulating coating 103 and braided wire 104, and a
connecting terminal 107 is caulked from the outer pe-
riphery of the braided portion 104 covering the outer pe-
riphery of the receiving tube portion 106.
[0009] The connecting terminal 107 is structured such
that the inner peripheral surface 108 thereof is contact-
ed with the braided wire 104, while the outer peripheral
surface 109 thereof is fitted and contacted with the inner
periphery of a shielding shell disposed within a connec-
tor housing (not shown). Due to this, the braided wire
104 and shielding shell can be connected in conduction
to each other through the connecting terminal 107.
[0010] By the way, to establish an ideal contact con-
dition between the connecting terminal 107 and braided
wire 104, the inner peripheral surface 108 of the con-
necting terminal 107 may be closely contacted with the
braided wire 104. Therefore, it can be imagined that a
caulking force used to caulk the connecting terminal 107
is increased to a sufficient degree to thereby caulk the
connecting terminal 107 while crushing the same. In this
case, the outside diameter of the connecting terminal
107 is caused to vary in a decreasing manner by caulk-
ing. However, because the then varying amount of the
outside diameter of the connecting terminal 107 cannot
be set constant, there is a possibility that the contact
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state between the outer peripheral surface 109 of the
connecting terminal 107 and the inner periphery of the
shielding shell can be unstable.
[0011] On the other hand, in order to set up an ideal
contact state between the shielding shell and connect-
ing terminal 107, if the connecting terminal 107 is
caulked such that the outside diameter of the connecting
terminal 107 can be constant according to the inside di-
ameter of the shielding shell, then it is difficult to caulk
the connecting terminal 107 with a sufficient caulking
force. Due to this, there is a possibility that the contact
state between the braided wire 104 and the inner pe-
ripheral surface 108 of the connecting terminal 107 can
be unstable. That is, in the above-cited conventional
structure, the above-mentioned two kinds of contact
states cannot be made ideal at the same time.
[0012] Document EP 0 767 512 A1 discloses a shield-
ing connector with the features according to the pream-
ble of claim 1.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0013] The present invention aims at eliminating the
above-mentioned drawbacks found in the conventional
shielding connector. Accordingly, it is an object of the
invention to provide a shielding connector capable of
simplifying an operation to connect a shell connecting
terminal or a flat type terminal to a shielding wire which
is to be connected to a prismatic-shaped shielding shell,
and to provide a structure which is capable of establish-
ing ideal contact states between the connecting terminal
and braided wire as well as between the connecting ter-
minal and shielding shell.
[0014] In attaining the above object, according to a
first aspect of the invention, there is provided a shielding
connector with the features of claim 1.
[0015] In the conventional structure where the elastic
contact piece is disposed on the shell connecting portion
side, due to the size restriction of the shell connecting
portion, there is a great limit to the size of the elastic
contact piece. On the other hand, according to the in-
vention, since the elastic tongue piece is disposed on
the shielding shell side, the elastic tongue piece can be
set relatively large, and the elastic tongue piece is al-
lowed to have a large elastic force, so that the elastic
tongue piece is able to hold the shell connecting portion
more stably.
[0016] Also, in the conventional structure, the elastic
contact piece disposed on the shell connecting portion
side is structured such that the open end portion thereof
is projected outwardly. However, according to the inven-
tion, there is no need to provide an elastic contact por-
tion in the shell connecting portion and thus there is not
formed such open end portion as in the conventional
structure. Thanks to this, before the shielding wire is
connected to the shielding connector, even when the
shielding wire is wound for the purpose of transportation
or the like, the surface of the shielding wire is made dif-

ficult to be damaged.
[0017] According to a second aspect of the present
invention, the terminal metal member has an insertion
direction limit with respect to a terminal insertion cham-
ber formed in the housing, and the shielding shell is
formed in a prismatic shape.
[0018] When the shielding shell is formed in a pris-
matic shape, the shell connecting terminal, differently
from the square shape as in the conventional structure,
can be formed in an annular shape, which can eliminate
the insertion direction limit of the shell connecting por-
tion with respect to the prismatic-shaped shielding shell.
Thanks to this, when the terminal metal member (that
is, flat type male terminal) and shell connecting terminal
having an insertion direction limit with respect to the ter-
minal storage chamber of the housing are respectively
connected to the shielding wire, regardless of the con-
necting position of the previously connected terminal in
the peripheral direction thereof, the remaining terminal
can be connected simply, thereby being able to carry
out the two terminal connecting operation in a simplified
manner.
[0019] According to a third aspect of the present in-
vention, in the invention as set forth in the second as-
pect, the shell connecting portion is formed in an annular
shape with ends by caulking a U-shaped metal plate.
[0020] After the shielding wire with the braided wire
exposed is placed on the bottom portion of the U-shaped
shell connecting portion, if the shell connecting portion
is caulked by a jig or the like, then the shell connecting
portion can be connected to the braided wire. That is,
the connecting operation of the shell connecting portion
can be executed simply.
[0021] According to a fourth aspect of the present in-
vention, there is, in the invention as set forth in any one
of the first aspect to the third aspect, on the mutually
opposing inner surfaces of the prismatic-shaped shield-
ing shell, there are disposed a pair of elastic tongue
pieces of the above-mentioned type.
[0022] Since the pair of elastic tongue pieces are re-
spectively able to hold the shell connecting portion elas-
tically from the mutually opposing surfaces thereof with-
in the prismatic-shaped shielding shell, the contact pres-
sure of the elastic tongue pieces with respect to the shell
connecting portion can be enhanced further.
[0023] According to a fifth aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is provided a structure for treating the end
portion of a shielding wire, in which a connecting termi-
nal capable of connecting a shielding shell disposed
within a housing and a braided wire included in a shield-
ing wire to each other in a conductive state is caulked
to the end portion of the shielding wire, characterized in
that the connecting terminal comprises a shell contact
portion to be contacted with the shielding shell and a
braided wire contact portion to be contacted with the
braided wire, and the shell contact portion and braided
wire contact portion are connected to each other
through a connecting portion which is interposed be-
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tween the two contact portions.
[0024] The connecting terminal to be mounted on the
end portion of the shielding wire is divided into two por-
tions, the thus divided two portions are respectively
used as the braided wire contact portion to be contacted
with the braided wire and as the shielding shell contact
portion to be contacted with the shielding shell within the
housing, and the braided wire contact portion and
shielding shell contact portion are connected together
by the connecting portion interposed therebetween.
Thanks to this, the braided wire contact portion can be
caulked with a sufficient caulking force to thereby be
able to establish an ideal contact state between the
braided wire and itself; and, the shell contact portion can
be caulked to the shielding wire while the outside diam-
eter thereof is matched to the inside diameter of the
shielding shell, thereby being able to realize an ideal
contact state between the shielding shell and itself. That
is, since a single connecting terminal is divided into a
contact portion for the braided wire and a contact portion
for the shielding shell and thus the single connecting ter-
minal can be caulked at the different positions of the
shielding wire in the axial direction thereof, not only the
contact state between the connecting terminal and
braided wire but also the contact state between the con-
necting terminal and shielding shell can be made ideal.
[0025] According to a sixth aspect of the present in-
vention, in the invention as set forth the fifth aspect, be-
tween the braided wire contact portion and said shell
contact portion, there is formed a stepped portion, and
also one of the braided wire contact portion and shell
contact portion is caulked to one of the outer coating
removed and unremoved sides of the end portion of the
shielding wire, while the other of the braided wire contact
portion and shell contact portion is caulked to the other
of the outer coating removed and unremoved sides.
[0026] In the end portion of the shielding wire, be-
tween the portion with the outer coating removed there-
from and the portion with the outer coating left unpeeled,
there is formed the stepped portion equivalent to the
thickness of the outer coating and, between the braided
wire contact portion and shell contact portion of the con-
necting terminal, there is disposed the connecting por-
tion which is so inclined that there can be formed the
stepped portion having the same width as the former
stepped portion. When caulking the connecting terminal
to the end portion of the shielding wire, the braided wire
contact portion and shell contact portion thereof may be
positioned astride the outer coating removed side of the
shielding wire and the outer coating unremoved side
thereof, and one of the contact portions may be caulked
to one of the outer coating removed and unremoved
sides of the shielding wire, while the other contact por-
tion may be caulked to the other side. Thanks to this,
even if there is applied to the shielding wire the force to
push in the shielding wire from the outer coating unre-
moved side thereof, the connecting portion of the con-
necting terminal is caught by the stepped portion formed

in the shielding wire, thereby being able to prevent the
connecting terminal from being shifted or removed in the
axial direction thereof.
[0027] According to a seventh aspect of the present
invention, in the invention as set forth in the fifth aspect,
the braided wire contact portion and shell contact por-
tion are respectively caulked to either of the outer coat-
ing removed side or the outer coating unremoved side
of the end portion of the shielding wire.
[0028] When caulking the connecting terminal to the
end portion of the shielding wire, the braided wire con-
tact portion and shell contact portion thereof are caulked
in such a manner that they cluster around one of the
outer coating removed side and outer coating unre-
moved side of the shielding wire, thereby eliminating the
need to dispose the connecting portion of the connect-
ing terminal in the inclined attitude. This makes it pos-
sible to reduce the manufacturing cost of the connecting
terminal.
[0029] The present disclosure relates to the subject
matter contained in Japanese patent application Nos.
Hei. 10-202300 (filed on July 16, 1998) and Hei.
10-261815 (filed on September 16, 1998), which are ex-
pressly incorporated herein by reference in its entirely.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0030]

Fig. 1 is a section view of a shielding connector ac-
cording to an embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 2 is a section view of the shielding connector
after it is assembled;
Fig. 3 is a partially cutaway side view of the shield-
ing connector, showing an operation to insert a
shielding wire into a housing;
Fig. 4 is an exploded perspective view of a shielding
wire, a back retainer, and a package rubber plug,
showing a state in which the shielding wire is insert-
ed through the back retainer and package rubber
plug;
Fig. 5 is an exploded perspective view of a shielding
wire and a shell connecting terminal, showing an
operation to place the shielding wire onto the shell
connecting terminal;
Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a shielding wire with
a shell connecting terminal and a flat type male ter-
minal mounted thereon;
Fig. 7 is a partially cutaway perspective view of a
prismatic-shaped shielding shell;
Fig. 8 is a partially cutaway side view of a shielding
wire and a shielding connector according to a sec-
ond embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 9 is a perspective view of a shielding wire,
showing an operation to mount a receiving tube por-
tion onto the shielding wire;
Fig. 10 is a perspective view of a shielding wire,
showing an operation to mount a connecting termi-
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nal onto the shielding wire;
Fig. 11 is a perspective view of a shielding wire,
showing a state thereof in which the end portion
treatment of the shielding wire is completed;
Fig. 12 is a partially cutaway side view of a shielding
wire and a shielding connector according to a sec-
ond embodiment of the invention, showing a state
thereof in which the shielding wire is stored in a
housing of the shielding connector;
Fig. 13 is a partially cutaway side view of a shielding
wire and a connecting terminal according to a third
embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 14 is a perspective view of the shielding wire
shown in Fig. 13, showing a state thereof in which
the end portion treatment of the shielding wire is
completed;
Fig. 15 is a partially cutaway side view of a shielding
wire and a shielding connector according to the third
embodiment of the invention, showing a state there-
of in which the shielding wire is stored in a housing
of the shielding connector;
Fig. 16 is a partially cutaway side view of a shielding
wire and a connecting terminal according to a fourth
embodiment of the invention;
Fig. 17 is a perspective view of the shielding wire
shown in Fig. 16, showing a state thereof in which
the end portion treatment of the shielding wire is
completed; and,
Fig. 18 is a partially cutaway side view of a conven-
tional shielding connector;
Fig. 19 is a perspective view of a shell connecting
terminal;
Fig. 20 is a perspective view of a conventional
shielding wire.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[First Embodiment]

[0031] Now, description will be given below of an em-
bodiment of a shielding connector according to the in-
vention with reference to Figs. 1 to 7. In the present em-
bodiment, a shielding connector according to the inven-
tion is applied to a male-side shielding connector.
[0032] The present shielding connector, as shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, includes a prismatic-shaped shielding
shell 60 within a male-side connector housing 1 (which
is hereinafter referred to as a housing 1 simply) that is
formed in a prismatic shape.
[0033] The housing 1 is formed as a double tube
structure in which an outer tube portion 2 and an inner
tube portion 3 located inside the outer tube portion 2 are
both formed of synthetic resin as a united body. The in-
ner tube portion 3 is situated substantially in the central
portion of the housing 1 in the longitudinal (left and right)
direction thereof and includes a support portion 4
formed in the front end portion thereof, while the support

portion 4 is connected to the outer tube portion 2. Be-
tween the outer and inner tube portions 2 and 3, there
is mounted a prismatic-shaped shielding shell 60 (the
details of which will be described later) and, in the inside
of the inner tube portion 3, there is disposed a terminal
storage chamber 5 which is capable of storing a flat type
male terminal 40 therein. The terminal storage chamber
5 is divided in the lateral direction thereof into three
chambers with their respective side walls 6 therebe-
tween, each division chamber is formed such that a sec-
tion thereof has a substantially rectangular shape, and
three lances 7 are respectively provided on and project-
ed from the lower surfaces of the front end sides of their
associated division chambers. Downwardly of the re-
spective lances 7, there are formed flexure spaces 8 re-
spectively; that is, the respective lances 7 can be elas-
tically deformed into their respective downwardly locat-
ed flexure spaces 8 by the flat type male terminal 40
which is to be inserted into the terminal storage chamber
5.
[0034] In front of (on the right side) the inner tube por-
tion 3, there is disposed a fitting recessed portion 9 into
which a female-side housing (not shown) can be fitted,
and a front retainer 20 can be mounted from ahead the
fitting recessed portion 9. On the rear surface of the front
retainer 20, there is disposed a flexure restrict piece 21;
and, the flexure restrict piece 21 can be inserted into the
flexure space 8 to thereby restrict the flexing deforma-
tion of the lance 7. On the other hand, on the front sur-
face of the front retainer 20, there is projectingly provid-
ed a rib 22 which is used to help the fit or engagement
of the front retainer 20 with the female-side housing.
[0035] In the rear (on the left side) of the inner tube
portion 3, there is formed a shell connecting terminal
storage chamber 10 in communication with the terminal
storage chamber 5 and, similarly to the terminal storage
chamber 5, the shell connecting terminal storage cham-
ber 10 is divided into three chambers by partition plates
11 which are respectively provided on and projected
backwardly from the inner tube portion 3. In the rear of
the shell connecting terminal storage chamber 10, there
is formed an opening 12 which is opened to the outside
of the housing 1 and, into the opening 12, there can be
fitted a package rubber plug 23 including three pressure
holes 24 into which three shielding wires 30 as shown
in Fig. 4 can be pressure inserted respectively. Further,
a back retainer 25 can be placed on the outer surface
of the housing 1 from behind the opening 12 to thereby
cover or close the opening 12. In the back retainer 25,
there are formed not only three insertion holes 26
through which their associated shielding wires 30 can
be respectively inserted, but also two securing holes 27;
and, if the securing holes 27 are respectively secured
to two securing projections 13 which are respectively
disposed on the upper and lower surfaces of the housing
1, then the back retainer 25 can be held on the outer
surface of the housing 1.
[0036] Each of the shielding wires 30 to be connected
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to the thus structured shielding connector is structured
such that, as shown in Fig. 5, a core wire 31 is covered
by an insulating layer 32, the outer periphery of the in-
sulating layer 32 is covered by a braided wire 33 which
can be formed by braiding together a plurality of con-
ductive metal wires, and the outer periphery of the braid-
ed wire 33 is further covered by an insulating coating
34. To the shielding wire 30, there can be connected two
kinds of terminals, in particular, a flat type male terminal
40 and a shell connecting terminal 50.
[0037] Referring now to the structure of the flat type
male terminal 40, as shown in Fig. 6, the flat type male
terminal 40 comprises a main body portion 41 including
a securing groove to which the lance 7 of the housing 1
can be secured, a tab 42 formed in front of the main
body portion 41, and a caulking portion 43 formed in the
rear of the main body portion 41. If the caulking portion
43 is caulked to the core wire 31, which is exposed as
the insulating layer 32 of the shielding wire 30 is peeled
off, then the flat type male terminal 40 can be connected
to the core wire 31. Also, since the flat type male terminal
40 has a flat-type shape, it has an insertion direction
limit with respect to the terminal storage chamber 5 in
the peripheral direction thereof, while the terminal stor-
age chamber 5 is so formed as to have a substantially
rectangular section.
[0038] On the other hand, the shell connecting termi-
nal 50 is structured such that, as shown in Fig. 5, a metal
plate is divided to two U-shaped portions differing in size
from each other: in particular, the smaller one of the two
U-shaped portions is used as a braided wire connecting
portion 51, while the larger one is used as a shell con-
necting portion 52; and, the two U-shaped portions 51
and 52 are connected together by a connecting portion
53 to thereby form the shell connecting terminal 50. The
braided wire connecting portion 51 is mounted onto the
braided wire 33 which is exposed with the insulating
coating 34 peeled off, the shell connecting portion 52 is
mounted onto the insulating coating 34 in the rear of the
braided wire connecting portion 51, and then the two
connecting portions 51 and 52 are respectively turned
into annular shapes by a jig (see Fig. 6). Also, the braid-
ed wire 33 and shell connecting portion 52 can be elec-
trically connected together by the connecting portion 53.
[0039] Here, description will be given below in detail
of the structure of the prismatic-shaped shielding shell
60. That is, the prismatic-shaped shielding shell 60, as
shown in Fig. 7, can be produced by forming a conduc-
tive metal plate into a prismatic shape.
[0040] In particular, the prismatic-shaped shielding
shell 60 includes a fitting portion 61 formed in the front
end portion thereof. At six positions of the fitting portion
61, there are formed six insertion grooves 62 which,
when the prismatic-shaped shielding shell 60 is mount-
ed onto the housing 1, can be moved through the sup-
port portion 4 and projected into the forwardly located,
fitting recessed portion 9. In the leading end portion of
the fitting portion 61, there are disposed a plurality of

projecting portions 63 which are respectively formed by
striking the corresponding portions of the fitting portion
61 leading end portion, thereby being able to enhance
the mutual contact pressure between the present fitting
portion 61 and a shielding shell disposed in the female-
side housing when they are fitted with each other. Slight-
ly in the rear of the fitting portion 61, there are disposed
securing pieces 64 by twos on each of the upper and
lower surfaces of the prismatic-shaped shielding shell
60, that is, a total of four securing pieces 64; in particular,
they are so formed as to extend inwardly from their re-
spective front portions in a cantilever manner. The se-
curing pieces 64, when the prismatic-shaped shielding
shell 60 is mounted onto the housing 1, can be respec-
tively secured to securing portions 14 which are respec-
tively formed in the inner tube portion 3 (see Fig. 1).
[0041] And, on the inner periphery of the rear end por-
tion of the prismatic-shaped shielding shell 60, there are
disposed a plurality of elastic tongue pieces 65. Each of
the elastic tongue pieces 65 is formed by turning back
an extension piece, which is so formed as to extend
backward from the rear end edge of the prismatic-
shaped shielding shell 60, inwardly of the prismatic-
shaped shielding shell 60; and, the turned-back portion
or the elastic tongue piece 65 is formed in an angular
shape with a central portion 66 thereof as a top portion,
while the end portion 67 thereof is so arranged as to be
slightly distant from the inner peripheral surface of the
prismatic-shaped shielding shell 60, whereby the elastic
tongue piece 65 can be deformed elastically. Also, the
elastic tongue pieces 65 are to be disposed in the rear
end portion of the shell connecting terminal storage
chamber 10 within the housing 1.
[0042] And, there are formed a plurality of restrict
pieces 68 on the portions of the inner peripheral surface
of the prismatic-shaped shielding shell 60 that are re-
spectively covered by their associated elastic tongue
pieces 65 by cutting and raising these portions from the
inner peripheral surface of the prismatic-shaped shield-
ing shell 60; and, the restrict pieces 68 are respectively
so disposed as to be slightly distant from the central por-
tions 66 of their associated elastic tongue pieces 65, so
that the restrict pieces 68 are able to restrict the exces-
sive flexing deformation of their associated elastic
tongue pieces 65.
[0043] Referring further to the arrangement of the
thus shaped elastic tongue pieces 65, three elastic
tongue pieces 65 are disposed side by side on the lower
surface of the prismatic-shaped shielding shell 60 and,
on the upper surface thereof which is opposed to the
present lower surface, similarly, three elastic tongue
pieces 65 are disposed side by side. In this arrange-
ment, the width between the central portions 66 of the
upper and lower elastic tongue pieces 65 is set smaller
than the width of the shell connecting portion 52 of the
shell connecting terminal 50 (see Fig. 3).
[0044] The present embodiment has the above-men-
tioned structure and, next, description will be given be-
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low of the assembling procedures of the present embod-
iment.
[0045] At first, as shown in Fig. 4, the shielding wires
30 are respectively inserted into the insertion holes 26
of the back retainer 25 and the pressure insertion holes
24 of the package rubber plug 23; and, after then, the
insulating layer 32 and insulating coating 34 are re-
moved, and the shell connecting terminal 50 and flat
type male terminal 40 are then mounted sequentially.
[0046] To mount the shell connecting terminal 50, as
shown in Fig. 5, the portions of the shielding wires 30
that correspond to the braided wires 33 are respectively
positioned in the bottom portions of the braided wire
connecting portions 51 of the shell connecting terminals
50, while the portions of the shielding wires 30 that cor-
respond to the insulating coatings 34 are respectively
positioned in the bottom portions of the shell connecting
portions 52 of the shell connecting terminals 50. And,
the braided wire connecting portions 51 and shell con-
necting portions 52 of the shell connecting terminals 50
are respectively caulked using a jig. As a result of this,
as shown in Fig. 6, not only the braided wire connecting
portions 51 and shell connecting portions 52, which
have respectively had the U-like shapes, are turned into
annular shapes, but also they can be easily mounted to
the braided wires 33 and insulating coatings 34 respec-
tively.
[0047] After then, if the caulking portions 43 of the flat
type male terminals 40 are respectively caulked to the
core wires 31 of the shielding wires 30, then the flat type
male terminals 40 can be respectively mounted to the
shielding wires 30. At the then time, since the shell con-
necting portion 52 mounted prior to the flat type male
terminal 40 is formed in an annular shape and thus the
shell connecting portion 52 has no direction limit prob-
lem in the peripheral direction thereof when it is connect-
ed to the elastic tongue pieces 65 of the prismatic-
shaped shielding shell 60, the connecting operation of
the flat type male terminal 40 can be executed without
paying special attention to the connecting position of the
shell connecting terminal 50 in the peripheral direction
thereof.
[0048] And, as shown in Fig. 3, the shielding wires 30
each having the shell connecting terminal 50 and flat
type male terminal 50 mounted thereon are respectively
inserted into he housing 1 with the prismatic-shaped
shielding shell 60 mounted therein. The flat type male
terminal 40 is inserted from the opening 12 formed on
the rear end side of the housing 1 into the terminal stor-
age chamber 5 while the insertion direction thereof in
the peripheral direction is being adjusted, the tabs 42 of
the shielding wires 30 are respectively projected into the
fitting recessed portion 9, and the lances 7 of the hous-
ing 1 are secured to the securing grooves of the main
body portions of the shielding wires 30, thereby com-
pleting the insertion of the shielding wires 30.
[0049] Here, when the shell connecting portion 52 of
the shell connecting terminal 50 is inserted into the shell

connecting terminal storage chamber 10, not only it is
contacted with the respective central portions 66 of the
two elastic tongue pieces 65 mutually opposingly dis-
posed on the upper and lower surfaces of the prismatic-
shaped shielding shell 60 but also it causes the two elas-
tic tongue pieces 65 to deform elastically in the upward
and downward directions respectively. As a result of
this, the shell connecting portion 52 can be inserted into
between and held by the central portions 66. In this
case, the shell connecting portion 52 can be held stably
by the elastic forces of the central portions 66 and, at
the same time, the stably connected condition of the
shell connecting portion 52 can be kept on. Thus, the
braided wires 33 of the shielding wires 30 can be elec-
trically connected with the prismatic-shaped shielding
shell 60 through the shell connecting terminals 50, so
that the core wires 31 of the shielding wires 30 can be
shielded positively within the housing 1 as well.
[0050] After the shielding wires 30 are respectively in-
serted into the housing 1, as shown in Fig. 2, if the pack-
age rubber plug 23, back retainer 25, and front retainer
20 are respectively mounted on the housing 1, then the
assembly of the shielding connector can be completed.
[0051] As has been described heretofore, according
to the present embodiment, the provision of the elastic
tongue pieces 65 on the prismatic-shaped shielding
shell 60 allows use of an annular-shaped shell connect-
ing portion 52 as the shell connecting portion 52 of the
shell connecting terminal 50 for connecting the prismat-
ic-shaped shielding shell 60 and the braided wires 33 of
the shielding wires 30 to each other, which in turn can
eliminate the insertion direction limit of the shell con-
necting portion 52 with respect to the prismatic-shaped
shielding shell 60. Due to this, when the shell connecting
terminal 50 and flat type male terminal 50 are connected
sequentially to the shielding wire 30, the flat type male
terminal 40 can be connected without paying special at-
tention to the connecting position of the shell connecting
terminal 50 in the peripheral direction thereof, which
makes it possible to simplify the terminal connecting op-
eration. Also, even when the above-mentioned connect-
ing order is reversed, that is, even when the shell con-
necting terminal 50 is connected after completion of
connection of the flat type male terminal 40, there can
also be obtained a similar effect.
[0052] And, the size of the elastic tongue piece 65 pro-
vided on the prismatic-shaped shielding shell 60 can be
set freely unless it interferes the insertion of the shield-
ing wire 30 and, therefore, the elastic tongue piece 65
is allowed to have a relatively large elastic force, so that
the elastic tongue piece 65 is able to hold the shell con-
necting portion 52 in a more stable condition.
[0053] Also, since the shell connecting portion 52 of
the shell connecting terminal 50 is structured such that
it does not include an outwardly projecting portion, even
when the shielding wire 30 is wound while the shell con-
necting terminal 50 is mounted on the shielding wire 30,
the insulating coating 34 of the shielding wire 30 is more
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difficult to be damaged.
[0054] Further, because the elastic tongue pieces 65
are disposed on the upper and lower surfaces of the
prismatic-shaped shielding shell 60 in such a manner
that the upper and lower elastic tongue pieces 65 are
opposed to each other, the contact pressure of the elas-
tic tongue pieces 65 with respect to the shell connecting
portion 52 is enhanced. This not only makes it possible
to hold the shell connecting portion 52 positively, but al-
so, even when vibrations or shocks are applied to the
prismatic-shaped shielding shell 60, the stable contact
of the elastic tongue pieces 65 with respect to the shell
connecting portion 52 can be secured.

[Second Embodiment]

[0055] Next, description will be given below of a sec-
ond embodiment of a structure for treating the end por-
tion of a shielding wire according to the invention with
reference to Figs. 8 to 12. In the present embodiment,
the invention is applied to a shielding wire to be stored
in a male-side shielding connector.
[0056] The present male-side shielding connector, as
shown in Fig. 8, comprises a double-structure connector
housing 110 (which is hereinafter referred to as a hous-
ing 110) and a cylindrical-shaped shielding shell 120
stored within the housing 110.
[0057] The double structure of the housing 110 is
composed of an outer tube portion 111 and an inner tube
portion 113 located in the inside of the outer tube portion
111 through a support portion 112. In the inside of the
inner tube portion 113, there are arranged three terminal
storage chambers 114 side by side with side walls 115
between them, while three terminal metal members 135
respectively pressure attached to the terminals of their
associated shielding wires 130 can be stored within the
three terminal storage chambers 114. In the rear of the
inner tube portion 113, in particular, in the outer tube por-
tion 111, there are formed three connecting terminal
storage chambers 116 which are respectively so formed
as to be in communication with their associated terminal
storage chambers 114; and, three connecting terminals
140 respectively caulked to their associated shielding
wires 130 (which will be discussed later) can be stored
in their respective connecting terminal storage cham-
bers 116. In the rear of the connecting terminal storage
chambers 116, there is formed an opening 117 into
which a rubber plug 126 can be pressure inserted; and,
a hold part 127 for prevention of the rubber plug 126
against removal can be mounted on the outer tube por-
tion 111 in such a manner that it can cover the rear end
of the outer tube portion 111 (see Fig. 12). Also, on the
front end side of the outer tube portion 111, there is
opened up a fitting recessed portion 118 into which a
female housing (not shown) can be fitted.
[0058] Between the outer and inner tube portions 111
and 113, there is mounted the cylindrical-shaped shield-
ing shell 120. The present shielding shell 120 is formed

of a conductive metal plate and is disposed in such a
manner that the fitting portions 121 of the shielding shell
120, which respectively provide the front end portion of
the shielding shell 120 when the shielding shell 120 is
stored within the housing 110, are projected into the fit-
ting recessed portion 118 of the housing 110; and, if the
fitting portions 121 are fitted with the shielding portion
of the female housing, then the shielding shell 120 can
be connected with the female housing. Inwardly from the
upper and lower surfaces of the portion of the shielding
shell 120 that is held by the outer and inner tube portions
111 and 113 of the housing 110, there are projected two
securing pieces 122 in a cantilever manner, while the
securing pieces 122 can be secured to securing portions
formed on the outer peripheral surface of the inner tube
portion 113.
[0059] In the inside of each of the connecting terminal
storage chambers 116, there are provided elastic
tongue pieces 123 in such a manner that they are turned
back inwardly from their associated upper and lower
surfaces of the connecting terminal storage chambers
116. Referring in more particular to the structure of each
of the elastic tongue pieces 123, the central portion
thereof is projected inwardly to thereby provide a top
portion 124 so that the elastic tongue piece 123 can be
formed in an angular shape; and, if the top portion 124
is pressed outward, then the elastic tongue piece 123
can be flexed and deformed outward. From the outside
of the top portion 124, there is disposed a restrict piece
125 by cutting and raising the corresponding portion of
the top portion 124 outside, and the leading end portion
of the restrict piece 125 is set at a position slightly distant
from the top portion 124 of the elastic tongue piece 123,
thereby being able to restrict the excessive flexing de-
formation of the elastic tongue piece 123.
[0060] Now, description will be given below of the
shielding wire 130 to be inserted into the housing 110.
The shielding wire 130 is structured in such a manner
as shown in Fig. 9: that is, a core wire 131 formed by
bundling together a plurality of metal wires is covered
with an insulating coating 132 formed of insulating resin
material, a braided wire 133 formed by braiding together
a plurality of fine wires is placed on the outer periphery
of the insulating coating 132, and further the outer pe-
riphery of the braided wire 133 is covered by an outer
coating 134 formed of insulating resin material. In the
thus structured shielding wire 130, if the outer coating
134 is peeled off or removed by a given width in the end
portion thereof, then the braided wire 133 can be ex-
posed.
[0061] A receiving tube portion 136 can be caulked to
the front end portion of the outer coating 134 of the
shielding wire 130. The receiving tube portion 136 is
made of a U-shaped metal plate; in the respective cen-
tral portions of the two open ends of the receiving tube
portion 136, there are formed semi-circular projecting
portion 137 and recessed portion 138 in a mutually op-
posing manner; and, when the receiving tube portion
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136 is caulked, the projecting and recessed portions 137
and 138 can be fitted with each other. After the receiving
tube portion 136 is mounted on the shielding wire 130,
as shown in Fig. 10, the braided wire 133 is turned back
to the outer peripheral side of the outer coating 134.
[0062] Now, in a state where the braided wire 133 is
turned back, a connecting terminal 140 for connecting
the braided wire 133 to the shielding shell 120 can be
mounted by caulking onto the shielding wire 130. The
connecting terminal 140, as shown in Fig. 10, is com-
posed of two U-shaped portions having different sizes
which can be formed by dividing a metal plate into two:
in particular, the larger one of the two U-shaped portions
is used as a braided wire contact portion 141, whereas
the smaller one is used as a shell contact portion 143;
and, the braided wire contact portion 141 and shell con-
tact portion 143 are connected together by a connecting
portion 146 interposed between them to thereby con-
struct the whole connecting terminal 140. The connect-
ing portion 146 is inclined obliquely with respect to the
axial direction of the shielding wire 130 in order to be
able to form a level difference or a stepped portion of a
given width between the braided wire contact portion
141 and shell contact portion 143, while the shell contact
portion 143 is disposed at a higher position than the
braided wire contact portion 141. The width of the
stepped portion is set almost equal to the thickness of
the outer coating 134 of the shielding wire 130.
[0063] The braided wire contact portion 141 can be
caulked from above to the portion of the shielding wire
130 to which the receiving tube portion 136 has been
caulked, on the side of the portion of the shielding wire
130 where not only the outer coating 134 remains un-
peeled off but also the braided wire 133 is turned back.
And, there are disposed fitting pieces 142 by threes in
each of the respective central portions of the two open
ends of the braided wire contact portion 141 in such a
manner that the fitting pieces 142 on the two end sides
are respectively opposed to each other. Each of the six
fitting pieces 142 is formed in an isosceles triangle
shape, as it were, in an angular shape. By the way, the
fitting piece 142 located in the rear end of one side as
well as the fitting piece 142 located in the front end of
the other side are respectively formed in size as one half
of the remaining fitting pieces 142. The shell contact por-
tion 143 is structured such that, in a state where it is
caulked to the shielding wire 130, the fitting pieces 142
on one side can be respectively fitted with their associ-
ated trough-shaped portions which are respectively
formed between their opposing fitting pieces 142 on the
other side (see Fig. 11).
[0064] The shell contact portion 143 can be caulked
on the side of the shielding wire 130 where the outer
coating 134 is removed and the insulating coating 132
is thereby exposed. In the respective central portions of
the two open ends of the shell contact portion 143, there
are disposed semicircular-shaped projecting and re-
cessed portions 144 and 145 in a mutually opposing

manner; and, in a state where the shell contact portion
143 is caulked to the shielding wire 130, the projecting
and recessed portions 144 and 145 can be fitted with
each other (see Fig. 11). The shell contact portion 143
is structured such that, in the thus caulked state thereof,
the outside diameter thereof becomes larger than the
distance between the mutually opposing elastic tongue
pieces 123 respectively disposed on the upper and low-
er surfaces of the shielding shell 120.
[0065] The present embodiment is structured in the
above-mentioned manner and, next, description will be
given below of the end portion treating operation of the
shielding wire 130 as well as the assembling operation
of the housing 110 which will be carried out after com-
pletion of the end portion treating operation of the shield-
ing wire 130.
[0066] At first, as shown in Fig. 9, the outer coating
134 existing on the end portion of the shielding wire 130
is peeled off or removed to thereby expose the braided
wire 133. After then, the receiving tube portion 136 is
applied onto the front end portion of the outer coating
134 that is formed by the previous operation, and the
receiving tube portion 136 is then caulked to the outer
coating 134 front end portion using a jig or the like.
[0067] Next, as shown in Fig. 10, the braided wire 133
covering the insulating coating 132 is turned back to the
outer peripheral side of the outer coating 134. Due to
this, not only the receiving tube portion 136 caulked to
the outer coating 134 and the outer peripheral surface
of the outer coating 134, which is located backwardly of
the receiving tube portion 136, can be covered by the
braided wire 133, but also the insulating coating 132 on
the outer coating 134 removed side of the shielding wire
side can be exposed.
[0068] After then, the connecting terminal 140 is
caulked to the shielding wire 130. In particular, while not
only positioning the braided wire contact portion 141 of
the connecting terminal 140 in the portion of the shield-
ing wire 130 to which the receiving tube portion 136 is
caulked, but also positioning the shell contact portion
143 of the connecting terminal 140 in the insulating coat-
ing 132 with the outer coating 134 removed therefrom,
the connecting terminal 140 is applied to the shielding
wire 130; and, after then, as shown in Fig. 11, the braid-
ed wire contact portion 141 and shell contact portion 143
of the connecting terminal 140 are respectively caulked
to their associated portions of the shielding wire 130 us-
ing a jig or the like.
[0069] Here, when caulking the braided wire contact
portion 141, since only the good contact condition there-
of with respect to the braided wire 133 can be consid-
ered, the braided wire contact portion 141 can be
caulked with such a strong caulking force that can crush
the braided wire contact portion 141 to thereby reduce
the outside diameter thereof, whereby an ideal contact
condition can be realized between the braided wire con-
tact portion 141 and the braided wire 133. Further, as
described above, on the two open ends of the braided
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wire contact portion 141, there are disposed the mutu-
ally opposing, angular-shaped fitting pieces 142 and,
when the fitting pieces 142 are respectively fitted with
their associated trough-shaped portions on their mutu-
ally opposing sides, the fitting pieces 142 bite at the
braided wire 133 and outer coating 134, thereby being
able to enhance the contact of the braided wire contact
portion 141 with respect to the braided wire 133 still fur-
ther.
[0070] On the other hand, when caulking the shell
contact portion 143, since only the good contact condi-
tion thereof with respect to the elastic tongue pieces 123
of the shielding shell 120 can be considered, if a caulk-
ing force used to caulk the shell contact portion 143 is
adjusted to a level to be able to flex and deform the elas-
tic tongue pieces 123 in such a manner that the outside
diameter of the shell contact portion 143 can be larger
than the distance between the mutually opposing elastic
tongue pieces 123 respectively disposed on the upper
and lower surfaces of the shielding shell 120, then the
outside diameter of the shell contact portion 143 can be
kept constant.
[0071] Also, since the braided wire contact portion
141 is caulked to the side of the shielding wire 130 with
the outer coating 134 remaining unpeeled and the shell
contact portion 143 is caulked to the side of the shielding
wire 130 with the outer coating 134 removed therefrom,
the braided wire contact portion 141 and shell contact
portion 143 are so disposed as to be distant from each
other by a stepped portion equivalent to the thickness
of the outer coating 134. In correspondence to this, the
braided wire contact portion 141 and shell contact por-
tion 143 are connected together through the connecting
portion 146 which is so disposed obliquely as to have
the same width as the width of the stepped portion.
Therefore, even if there is applied to the shielding wire
130 a force which pushes the shielding wire 130 from
the side thereof where the outer coating 134 is left un-
peeled, the connecting portion 146 of the connecting ter-
minal 140 is caught by the outer coating 134 of the
shielding wire 130, thereby being able to prevent the
connecting terminal 140 from being shifted or removed
in the axial direction thereof.
[0072] After the connecting terminal 140 is caulked or
mounted, the front end portion of the insulating coating
132 is peeled off by a given width to thereby expose the
core wire 131, and the terminal metal member 135 is
pressure attached to the thus exposed core wire 131
portion. This completes the end portion treating opera-
tion of the shielding wire 130.
[0073] Next, as shown in Figs. 8 and 12, the shielding
wire 130 with the connecting terminal 140 and terminal
metal member 35 mounted thereon is inserted into the
housing 110 from behind. The terminal metal member
135 is stored into the terminal storage chamber 114 and,
at the same time, the leading end portion thereof is
passed through the terminal storage chamber 114 and
is projected into the fitting recessed portion 118 located

forwardly of the terminal storage chamber 114. On the
other hand, the connecting terminal 140 is passed
through the opening 117 and is stored into the connect-
ing terminal storage chamber 116. In this operation, the
shell contact portion 143 of the connecting terminal 140
is contacted with the top portion 124 of the elastic tongue
piece 123 of the shielding shell 120 and, while pushing
out the top portion 124 outwardly, the shell contact por-
tion 143 is inserted into the deep portion of the shielding
shell 120. Due to this, while the elastic tongue piece 123
is being flexed and deformed outwardly, the shell con-
tact portion 143 is held in an elastic manner. Since, in
the caulking stage, the outside diameter of the shell con-
tact portion 143 is set to be larger at the then time than
the distance between the mutually opposing elastic
tongue pieces 123 of the shielding shell 120, the shell
contact portion 143 can be held by and between these
elastic tongue pieces 123 with a sufficient contact pres-
sure, thereby being able to keep the shell contact portion
143 and shielding shell 120 in a good mutual contact
state.
[0074] After then, if the rubber plug 126 is pressure
inserted into the opening 117 of the housing 110 and the
hold portion 127 is fitted with the rear end portion of the
outer tube portion 111, then the assembling operation
of the housing 110 can be completed.
[0075] As has been described hereinbefore, accord-
ing to the present embodiment, since the connecting ter-
minal 140 is formed such that it is divided into the braid-
ed wire contact portion 141 for contact with the braided
wire 133 of the shielding wire 130 and the shell contact
portion 143 for contact with the shielding shell 120 within
the housing 110, when caulking the braided wire contact
portion 141 to the shielding wire 130, the braided wire
contact portion 141 can be caulked with a sufficient
caulking force with no consideration for the outside di-
ameter of the braided wire contact portion 141, which
makes it possible to establish an ideal contact state be-
tween the braided wire contact portion 141 and braided
wire 133. At the same time, when caulking the shell con-
tact portion 143 to the shielding wire 130, the outside
diameter of the shell contact portion 143 can be set such
that, with no consideration for the close contact state of
the shell contact portion 143 with respect to the shielding
wire 130, the shell contact portion 143 causes the elastic
tongue piece 123 of the shielding shell 120 to flex and
deform and thus the shell contact portion 143 can be
held by the elastic tongue piece with a sufficient elastic
contact pressure, thereby being able to realize an ideal
contact state between the shell contact portion 143 and
shielding shell 120. That is, since the connecting termi-
nal 140 is divided into the braided wire contact portion
141 and shell contact portion 143 and they are respec-
tively caulked to the shielding wire 130 at different po-
sitions in the axial direction of the shielding wire 130,
the braided wire 133 of the shielding wire 130 and shield
shell 120 can be connected to each other in an ideal
manner.
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[0076] Also, between the braided wire contact portion
141 and shell contact portion 143, there is formed the
stepped portion having the same width as the thickness
of the outer coating 134 of the shielding wire 130 by
means of the connecting portion 146 and, at the same
time, the braided wire contact portion 141 is caulked to
the side of the shielding wire 130 where the outer coat-
ing 134 is left unpeeled, whereas the shell contact por-
tion 143 is caulked to the side of the shielding wire 130
where the outer coating 134 is peeled or removed.
Thanks to this, even if there is applied to the shielding
wire 130 a force to push in the shielding wire 130 from
the side of the shielding wire 130 where the outer coat-
ing 134 is left unpeeled, the connecting portion 146 of
the connecting terminal 140 is caught by the leading end
of the outer coating 134 of the shielding wire 130, there-
by being able to prevent the connecting terminal 140
from being shifted or removed in the axial direction
thereof.

[Third Embodiment]

[0077] Next, description will be given below of a third
embodiment of a structure for treating the end portion
of a shielding wire according to the invention with refer-
ence to Figs. 13 to 15. In the third embodiment, the in-
vention is applied to a structure for caulking a connect-
ing terminal 140A to a shielding wire 130 in which a
braided wire 133 is not turned back.
[0078] The end portion of the shielding wire 130, as
shown in Fig. 13, is previously peeled off from the front
portion thereof in such a manner that a core wire 131,
an insulating coating 132, a braided wire 133 and outer
coating 134 can be sequentially exposed in this order;
and, the connecting terminal 140A is to be caulked to
the thus peeled-off portion of the shielding wire 130.
[0079] The connecting terminal 140A is made of a
metal plate and is composed of large and small U-
shaped portions; and, in particular, the large portion is
used as a braided wire contact portion 141A, whereas
the small portion is used as a shell contact portion 143A.
The braided wire contact portion 141A includes angular-
shaped fitting pieces 142A disposed by threes on each
of the two open ends thereof, while the shell contact por-
tion 143A includes a semicircular-shaped projecting
portion 144A and a semicircular-shaped recessed por-
tions 145A formed in each of the two open ends thereof.
The braided wire contact portion 141A and shell contact
portion 143A are connected together by a connecting
portion 146A which is so formed as to be inclined with
respect to the axial direction of the shielding wire 130,
while, between them, there is formed a stepped portion
having a width equivalent to the thickness of the outer
coating 134 of the shielding wire 130.
[0080] The remaining portions of the third embodi-
ment are similar in structure to the previously described
second embodiment. Accordingly, the parts thereof hav-
ing the same functions as those in the second embodi-

ment are given the same designations and thus the du-
plicate description thereof is omitted here.
[0081] To caulk the connecting terminal 140A to the
shielding wire 130, as shown in Fig. 13, the shell contact
portion 143A of the connecting terminal 140A may be
positioned on the outer coating 134 of the shielding wire
130 and the braided wire contact portion 141A thereof
may be positioned on the braided wire 133 with the outer
coating 134 peeled off therefrom; and, after then, the
braided wire contact portion 141A and shell contact por-
tion 143A may be respectively caulked to their associ-
ated portions of the shielding wire 130 in such a manner
as shown in Fig. 14 using a jig or the like.
[0082] Next, after the terminal metal member 135 is
pressure attached to the core wire 131 of the shielding
wire 130, as shown in Fig. 15, the shielding wire 130 is
inserted into the housing 110. At the then time, since the
shell contact portion 143A elastically held by and be-
tween the elastic tongue pieces 123 of the shielding
shell 120 is caulked to the outer coating 134 of the
shielding wire 130, the elastic tongue pieces 123 can be
flexed to a great extent, whereby the shell contact por-
tion 143A of the connecting terminal 140A can be held
by and between the elastic tongue pieces 123 with a
great contact pressure.

[Fourth Embodiment]

[0083] Next, description will be given below of a fourth
embodiment of a structure for treating the end portion
of a shielding wire according to the invention with refer-
ence to Figs. 16 and 17. In the fourth embodiment, the
present invention is applied to a case where, when com-
pared with the second embodiment, the braided wire
contact portion 141 and shell contact portion 143 of the
connecting terminal 140 are connected together by a
connecting portion 146 with no stepped portion between
them.
[0084] In particular, according to the present embod-
iment, a connecting terminal 140B, as shown in Fig. 16,
is composed of two U-shaped portions having the same
size; and, the U-shaped portion on this side is used as
a braided wire contact portion 141B, whereas the U-
shaped portion on the far side is used as a shell contact
portion 143B. The braided wire contact portion 141B in-
cludes angular-shaped fitting pieces 142B disposed by
threes on each of the two open ends thereof, whereas
the shell contact portion 143B includes a semicircular-
shaped projecting portion 144B and a semicircular-
shaped recessed portion 145B formed in each of the two
open ends thereof. The braided wire contact portion
141B and shell contact portion 143B of the connecting
terminal 140B are connected together by a connecting
portion 146 which so formed as to be horizontal with re-
spect to the axial direction of the shielding wire 130 in
such a manner that there exists no stepped portion be-
tween them.
[0085] The remaining portions of the fourth embodi-
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ment are similar in structure to the previously described
second embodiment. Accordingly, the parts thereof hav-
ing the same functions as those in the second embodi-
ment are given the same designations and thus the du-
plicate description thereof is omitted here.
[0086] The present connecting terminal 140B is
caulked in such a manner as shown in Fig. 17 using a
jig or the like; and in particular, the braided wire contact
portion 141B is caulked at a position where it can be
contacted with the braided wire 133 turned back toward
the outer periphery side of the outer coating 134, where-
as the shell contact portion 143B is caulked to the deep-
er side of the outer coating 134 than the turned-back
braided wire 133.
[0087] That is, since the present connecting terminal
140B is structured such that there is no stepped portion
between the braided wire contact portion 141B and shell
contact portion 143B thereof, the manufacturing cost of
the present connecting terminal 140B can be reduced.
[0088] The present invention is not limited by the em-
bodiment which has been described hereinbefore with
reference to the accompanying drawings, but, for exam-
ple, the following embodiments also fall within the tech-
nical scope of the invention. Further, other various mod-
ifications and changes than the illustrated and following
embodiments can also be enforced without departing
from the scope of the claims set forth herein.

(1) Although, in the illustrated embodiment, descrip-
tion has been given of the male-side shielding con-
nector, the present invention, of course, can also
apply to a female-side shielding connector.
(2) The invention can also apply even when the
elastic tongue piece is provided only on one side of
the inner surfaces of the prismatic-shaped shielding
shell.
(3) The invention can also apply even when the
elastic tongue piece is provided on one of the mu-
tually opposing inner surfaces of the prismatic-
shaped shielding shell, whereas a contact piece,
which will not be deformed elastically, is provided
on the other inner surface.
(4) Although, in the above-mentioned embodi-
ments, the receiving tube portion is formed by
caulking a U-shaped metal plate, this is not limita-
tive but, for example, the receiving tube portion may
also be formed of a cylindrical-shaped resin mate-
rial, or the receiving tube portion itself may be omit-
ted.
(5) In the above-mentioned fourth embodiment,
there is illustrated a case where the connecting ter-
minal with no stepped portion existing between the
braided wire contact portion and shell contact por-
tion thereof is caulked to the outer coating remain-
ing side of the shielding wire with the braided wire
turned back to the outer periphery side of the outer
coating. However, the invention is not limited to this
but, for example, the braided wire of the shielding

wire may not be turned back but the connecting ter-
minal may be caulked to the outer coating removed
side of the shielding wire.

Claims

1. A shielding connector comprising:

a shielding shell (60) disposed within a housing
(1); and

a shielding wire (30) including a core wire (31)
connected to a terminal metal member (40) and
a wire connected to a shell connecting terminal
(50), said shell connecting terminal (50) having
a shell connecting portion (52) which is electri-
cally connected to said shield shell (60);

wherein said shell connecting portion (52) is formed
in an annular shape and, said shielding shell (60)
includes an elastic tongue piece (65) which is con-
tactable with said shell connecting portion (52);
wherein said elastic tongue piece (65) is formed on
inner periphery of said shielding shell (60), and
wherein said elastic tongue piece (65) extends
backwards from the rear end edge of said shielding
shell (60);
characterized in that
said wire connected to said shell connecting termi-
nal (50) is a braided wire (33);
and said elastic tongue piece (65) has a turned-
back portion inwardly of said shielding shell (60).

2. The shielding connector as claimed in claim 1,
wherein said terminal metal member (40) has an in-
sertion direction limit with respect to a terminal in-
sertion chamber, and said shielding shell (60) is
formed in a prismatic shape.

3. The shielding connector as claimed in Claim 1,
wherein said shell connecting portion (52) is formed
in an annular shape with ends by caulking a U-
shaped metal plate.

4. The shielding connector as claimed in Claim 1,
wherein, on the mutually opposing inner surfaces
of said prismatic-shaped shielding shell (60), there
are disposed a pair of said elastic tongue pieces
(65).

5. The shielding connector as claimed in Claim 1,
wherein said shielding shell (60) has a prismatic-
shape so as to surround and shield at least two
shielding wires (30).

6. The shielding connector as claimed in Claim 1,
wherein said shielding shell (60) surrounds a termi-
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nate storage member (50) which is divided in a lat-
eral direction into at least two chambers, which are
separated by a side wall (6) one from the other and
are arranged for storing terminals therein associat-
ed to a respective shielding wire (30).

7. The shielding connector as claimed in Claim 1,
wherein the connection between the shell connect-
ing portion (52) and the elastic tongue piece (65)
become established when the shielding wire (30) is
inserted into the shield shell (60).

8. The shielding connector as claimed in Claim 1,
wherein the braided wire (33) is connected to the
shell connecting portion (52) at the circumference
of the shielding wire (30) by the shell connecting
portion (52) being caulked.

Patentansprüche

1. Abschirmverbinder, der folgende Merkmale auf-
weist:

eine Abschirmumhüllung (60), die in einem Ge-
häuse (1) angeordnet ist; und

einen Abschirmdraht (30) mit einem Kerndraht
(31), der mit einem Metallanschlußbauteil (40)
verbunden ist, und einem Draht, der mit einem
Umhüllungsverbindungsanschluß (50) verbun-
den ist, wobei der Umhüllungsverbindungsan-
schluß (50) einen Umhüllungsverbindungsab-
schnitt (52) aufweist, der mit der Abschirmum-
hüllung (60) elektrisch verbunden ist;

wobei der Umhüllungsverbindungsabschnitt (52)
ringförmig ausgebildet ist und die Abschirmumhül-
lung (60) ein elastisches Zungenstück (65) enthält,
das mit dem Umhüllungsverbindungsabschnitt (52)
kontaktierbar ist;
wobei das elastische Zungenstück (65) auf einem
Innenumfang der Abschirmumhüllung (60) ausge-
bildet ist, und wobei das elastische Zungenstück
(65) sich rückwärts von der hinteren Endkante der
Abschirmumhüllung (60) erstreckt;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß
der Draht, der mit dem Umhüllungsverbindungsan-
schluß (50) verbunden ist, ein umflochtener Draht
(33) ist;
und das elastische Zungenstück (65) einen nach in-
nen in die Abschirmumhüllung (60) zurückgeboge-
nen Abschnitt aufweist.

2. Abschirmverbinder nach Anspruch 1, bei dem das
Metallanschlußbauteil (40) eine Einfügungsrich-
tungsbegrenzung in bezug auf eine Anschlußeinfü-
gungskammer aufweist und die Abschirmumhül-

lung (60) in prismatischer Form ausgebildet ist.

3. Abschirmverbinder nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der
Umhüllungsverbindungsabschnitt (52) ringförmig
mit Enden durch Verstemmen einer U-förmigen Me-
tallplatte ausgebildet ist.

4. Abschirmverbinder nach Anspruch 1, bei dem, auf
den einander gegenüberliegenden Innenoberflä-
chen der prismatischförmigen Abschirmumhüllung
(60), ein Paar von elastischen Zungenstücken (65)
angeordnet ist.

5. Abschirmverbinder nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die
Abschirmumhüllung (60) eine prismatische Form
aufweist, um zumindest zwei Abschirmdrähte (30)
zu umgeben und abzuschirmen.

6. Abschirmverbinder nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die
Abschirmumhüllung (60) ein Anschlußunterbrin-
gungsbauteil (50) umgibt, das in einer seitlichen
Richtung in zumindest zwei Kammern aufgeteilt ist,
die durch eine Seitenwand (6) voneinander ge-
trennt sind und zum Unterbringen von Anschlüssen
angeordnet sind, die darin einem jeweiligen Ab-
schirmdraht (30) zugeordnet sind.

7. Abschirmverbinder nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die
Verbindung zwischen dem Umhüllungsverbin-
dungsabschnitt (52) und dem elastischen Zungen-
stück (65) hergestellt ist, wenn der Abschirmdraht
(30) in die Abschirmumhüllung (60) eingefügt ist.

8. Abschirmverbinder nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der
umflochtene Draht (33) mit dem Umhüllungsverbin-
dungsabschnitt (52) an dem Umfang des Abschirm-
drahts (30) verbunden wird, indem der Umhüllungs-
verbindungsabschnitt (52) verstemmt wird.

Revendications

1. Connecteur blindé comprenant :

une enveloppe blindée (60) disposée à l'inté-
rieur d'un boîtier (1) ; et
un fil blindé (30) comprend un fil central (31)
raccordé à un élément métallique de borne (40)
et un fil raccordé à une borne de raccordement
d'enveloppe (50), ladite borne de raccorde-
ment d'enveloppe (50) ayant une partie de rac-
cordement d'enveloppe (52) qui est raccordée
électriquement à ladite enveloppe blindée
(60) ;

dans lequel ladite partie de raccordement
d'enveloppe (52) est formée selon une forme annu-
laire et ladite enveloppe blindée (60) comprend une
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pièce de languette élastique (65) qui peut être en
contact avec ladite partie de raccordement d'enve-
loppe (52) ;

dans lequel ladite pièce de languette élasti-
que (65) est formée sur la périphérie interne de la-
dite enveloppe blindée (60), et dans lequel ladite
pièce de languette élastique (65) s'étend vers l'ar-
rière à partir de l'arrière et du bord de ladite enve-
loppe blindée (60) ;

caractérisé en ce que
ledit fil raccordé à ladite borne de raccorde-

ment d'enveloppe (50) est un fil tressé (33) ;
et ladite pièce de languette élastique (65) a

une partie retournée vers l'intérieur de ladite enve-
loppe blindée (60).

2. Connecteur blindé selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ledit élément métallique de borne (40) a une
limite de direction d'insertion par rapport à une
chambre d'insertion de borne, et ladite enveloppe
blindée (60) est formée selon une forme de prisme.

3. Connecteur blindé selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ladite partie de raccordement d'enveloppe
(52) est formée selon une forme annulaire avec des
extrémités, en matant une plaque métallique en for-
me de U.

4. Connecteur blindé selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel, sur les surfaces internes mutuellement op-
posées de ladite enveloppe blindée (60) en forme
de prisme, on dispose une paire desdites pièces de
languette élastique (65).

5. Connecteur blindé selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ladite enveloppe blindée (60) a une forme de
prisme afin d'entourer et de blinder au moins deux
fils blindés (30).

6. Connecteur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
ladite enveloppe blindée (60) entoure un élément
de stockage final (50) qui est divisé, dans une di-
rection latérale, au moins en deux chambres, qui
sont séparées par une paroi latérale (6) l'une de
l'autre et sont agencées pour stocker des bornes à
l'intérieur, associées à un fil blindé (30) respectif.

7. Connecteur blindé selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel le raccordement entre la partie de raccorde-
ment d'enveloppe (52) et la pièce de languette élas-
tique (65) sont établies lorsque le fil blindé (30) est
inséré dans l'enveloppe blindée (60).

8. Connecteur blindé selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel le fil tressé (33) est raccordé à la partie de
raccordement d'enveloppe (52) au niveau de la cir-
conférence du fil blindé (30) par la partie de raccor-
dement d'enveloppe (52) qui a été matée.
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